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Rebecca Hasselbach
Rebecca Hasselbach joined the Oriental Institute and Department of Near Eastern Languages
and Civilizations from Harvard University in September 2005 as Assistant Professor of Comparative Semitics. Her primary interests lie in ancient Semitic languages, particularly Akkadian,
Classical Hebrew, and Aramaic, but also in Ethiopian languages and Arabic. The summer of 2006
saw the publication of Hasselbach’s revised Ph.D. thesis Sargonic Akkadian — A Historical and
Comparative Study of the Syllabic Texts (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz), which investigates the syllabically written texts from the Sargonic period (ca. 2350–2100 b.c.) with focus on the syllabary,
phonology, morphology, dialect variations, and ultimately its relationship to the two later Akkadian dialects, Babylonian and Assyrian. The study concludes that Sargonic Akkadian, despite the
attempt of unifying the language and writing system during the Sargonic period, is not a uniform
entity but consists of various dialects that can be distinguished by geographical criteria and by
text genres. One of these noticeable dialects, the dialect of the Diyala region, can be identified as
a predecessor of later Babylonian.
In the course of the academic year, Hasselbach worked on several articles, including an investigation of a particular orthographic feature attested in Pre-Sargonic, Sargonic Akkadian, and
Eblaite, which manifests itself in the writing of third masculine singular possessive and accusative
pronominal suffixes and explains how the various orthographic variants developed and reflect underlying linguistic changes in the respective languages. This article “Interpreting Early Akkadian
Orthography — A Note on Pronominal Suffixes in Sargonic Akkadian” will be published in the
Zeitschrift für Assyriologie. Another project that deals with a broader Semitic framework and
which is close to completion is a study of demonstrative pronouns in Semitic. This study considers evidence from a wide range of ancient and modern Semitic languages, including Akkadian,
Geªez, Tigre, Tigrinya, Ugaritic, Classical Arabic, modern Arabic dialects, Hebrew, and various
Aramaic dialects, and examines the demonstrative pronouns of these languages and dialects with
regard to syntax and morphology. The study aims at reconstructing the original demonstrative
morphemes to Proto Semitic and to determine the original functional differences of affixes that
can be added to the basic demonstrative pronouns.
During the academic year, Hasselbach attended the annual meeting of the American Oriental
Society in March 2006, where she presented a paper based on the article “Interpreting Early Akkadian Orthography — A Note on Pronominal Suffixes in Sargonic Akkadian.” She also participated in and became a member of the International Workshop on Comparative Semitics held in
Sitges in June 2006. This workshop constitutes an international group of Semitists that seeks to
enhance contact and scholarly exchange among Semitists in Europe, Russia, and the U.S. At this
workshop, she presented a talk with the title “The Ventive/Energic in Semitic — A Morphological
Study,” which will be published in the Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft.

———————————

Thomas A. Holland
Thomas A. Holland continued again, intermittently, due to other duties, to assist in the final
preparation of the Tell es-Sweyhat, Syria, excavation report for publication. Unfortunately, as reported in last year’s Annual Report, the production of this report was delayed for various reasons
and was not published early in this fiscal year as expected. The present plan is for the Publications
Office to complete this report and to see final publication during the autumn of 2006.
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As 2006 marks the 100th anniversary of Oriental Institute Publications, Holland worked on
a new volume to mark this important event: Publications of The Oriental Institute 1906–2006:
Exploring and Celebrating the 100th Anniversary of Investigations into the History and Civilizations of the Near East, edited by Thomas A. Holland, with an introduction by Gil J. Stein, Director of the Oriental Institute. Members and others interested in research projects conducted at the
Oriental Institute may wonder why this is the 100th anniversary of publications since the Institute
was not officially founded until 1919 by James Henry Breasted. Before the establishment of the
Institute Breasted already had envisioned a series of volumes collectively known as “Ancient
Records,” which he edited while he was a professor at the University of Chicago. The first of his
planned series was entitled Ancient Records of Egypt and consisted of five volumes that were
published during 1906. How they came to be incorporated into the Oriental Institute’s publications series is best described by Breasted himself in The University of Chicago Survey, Volume
12: The Oriental Institute. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1933:
The Ancient Records series of translations. — In order to assemble the original narrative
sources of ancient oriental history, to co-ordinate them, and to make them accessible to
all, it has long been the intention of the orientalist group in the University of Chicago to
issue a series of translations which should eventually include all the important written
sources for the history of the ancient Near East. This series was given the general title Ancient Records, and a prospectus of the translations to be published was issued by President
William Rainey Harper five or six years before his lamented death. The first installment to
be printed comprised the historical sources of Egypt from the earliest times to the advent
of the Persians in 525 b.c.
The death of President Harper, followed by that of his brother, Dr. Robert Francis
Harper, necessarily resulted in the discontinuance of the plan. After the organization of
the Oriental Institute, however, this series was incorporated in the plans of the Institute,
and a new printing of the Ancient Records of Egypt was issued.
The translation of the historical records of Babylonia and Assyria for the Assyrian
Dictionary made it feasible to produce very rapidly a complete corpus of the historical
records of the Tigris and Euphrates country. Two volumes of Assyrian records edited by
Professor Luckenbill appeared before his untimely death, as a further installment in the
realization of the comprehensive plan under Oriental Institute auspices.
It is hoped that work on the Assyrian Dictionary and related investigations may make
it possible to expand the series of ‘Ancient Records’ so as to include the Hittite materials,
the Syrian and Phoenician sources, and also the extra-biblical sources for the history of
Palestine. [From The University of Chicago Survey, vol. 12 (1933): 407–08]

At the end of this fiscal year Holland completed his twenty-first year of work in the Oriental
Institute’s Publications Office, serving in many capacities that included working as editor-inchief, supervising the in-house Sales Office (before Oriental Institute book sales were outsourced
to the David Brown Book Company, U.S., and Oxbow Ltd., U.K., during 2003), contributing material to various publications, and acting in the role of a co-managing editor during this fiscal year
to help transition the Publications Office into a new digital era utilizing all the latest electronic
devices now available for state-of-the-art volumes in print as well as on universal Web sites.
Holland decided that he would officially retire from his position in the Publications Office
during the middle of the forthcoming fiscal year in December 2006, but the Director and Associate Director for Administration and Finance graciously honored Holland with the title of “Publications Consultant,” effective until the end of June 2007. During this time, he will be available to
undertake assignments, if needed, from his home office and to help facilitate the smooth transition of the Tell es-Sweyhat excavation records into the Oriental Institute’s permanent archives.
Holland will also continue in his capacity as a Research Associate at the Oriental Institute and
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plans to write a detailed report on his archaeological work at a number of Near Eastern sites, apart
from Tell es-Sweyhat, and on his travels and colleagues in the Near East during the last forty-five
years.
It is with a sense of humility that Holland states that he has been very privileged to have had
the opportunity to participate in and to help disseminate the results of the research projects conducted at the Oriental Institute during this past quarter of a century. Unfortunately, space here
does not allow a complete listing of all the colleagues and friends he has had the good fortune to
work with and to know better — to all of you he is indebted for your kindness and support.

——————————

Janet H. Johnson
Janet H. Johnson gave one of the annual Charles Wilkinson Lectures at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City in May 2005, talking on “Cleopatra as CEO: Bureaucracy and
Scandal in the Hostile Takeover of a First-Century (BCE) Multinational.” While in New York
she enjoyed visiting the exhibit Hatshepsut: From Queen to Pharaoh at the Metropolitan. She
also had the pleasure of addressing the Oriental Institute docents at their annual recognition day
in December, when she talked on “Philae, Nubia, and Isis; Rome, Meroe, and Christianity.” She
gave an abbreviated version of that lecture in Los Angeles in March when she was at University
of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), participating in the first annual meeting of the UCLA (online) Encyclopedia of Egyptology Academic Editorial Committee. She also served as moderator
for the “Egyptian” session of the conference At the Edges of Empire: Interpreting the Marginal
Areas of the Roman World organized by students in the Classics Department at the University of
Chicago; gave an introduction to “Sinuhe and Egyptian Literature” for the Alpha Delta fraternity
on campus; and talked on “Women in Greco-Roman Egypt: Gender, Ethnicity, and Cultural Identity” for the residents of Montgomery Place in Hyde Park. Her summary of the AIA/APA panel
“(Con)Textual Encounters in Egypt: Bridging the Disciplinary Divide Between Archaeology and
Papyrology,” given at the joint AIA/APA meetings in Boston in January 2005, appeared in the
special issue of the Bulletin of the American Society of Papyrologist 42 (2005) dedicated to the
papers from this conference.

——————————

W. Raymond Johnson
This year W. Raymond Johnson completed his twenty-seventh year working for the Epigraphic
Survey in Luxor, and his ninth season as Field Director. In May, Ray gave a PowerPoint briefing
about the current activities and projects of the Epigraphic Survey to the Oriental Visiting Committee. He continues to revise his dissertation for publication and has written articles for various
catalogs, festschrifts, and denkschrifts. These include three catalog entries in Objects for Eternity:
Egyptian Antiquities. The W. Arnold Meijer Collection, edited by Jacobus van Dijk (forthcoming
November 2006): 2.21 A Head of Princess Nebetah, 2.22 A Head of Amun, and 2.37 a Fragment
from a Block Statue; and “A Relief of Tutankhamun from Luxor Temple in Liverpool,” in Causing His Name to Live: Studies in Egyptian History and Epigraphy in Memory of William J. Murnane, edited by Peter Brand and Jacobus van Dijk (August 2007). He has also written two entries
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